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The percentage of
advisers who currently
use managed accounts
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FIT FOR
PURPOSE

In the aftermath of the royal commission, advisers
are scrambling to rebuild trust with their clients
and build more transparent, compliant businesses.
Could managed accounts be the perfect solution?
Story/ James Mitchell
MANAGED ACCOUNTS are
nothing new. They’ve been
around since the ’90s and were
originally a product used by
stockbrokers. But technology
has enabled significant
innovation in the area of SMAs,
which are now being used
by an increasing number of
financial advisers.
Their popularity is no
doubt a result of the many
benefits they provide to advice
practices and the clients
they service. There has also
been an increase in industry
awareness of what SMAs can
actually achieve for those
who use them. As a result,

today’s advisers are finding
themselves spoilt for choice as
more and more SMA providers
enter the industry.
When managed accounts
were first introduced, they
were really seen as a means to
an end. But today, depending
on their structure, they are
definitely seen as a solution
suitable for a multitude of
clients irrespective of balances.
Managed accounts have all
the benefits that come with
their structure: transparency,
efficiency, cost effectiveness,
control and portability. Add
the advantage of increased
investments technology, and

SMAs become more accessible
to today’s investors.
When it comes to technology,
managed accounts are
expected to have the greatest
impact on financial advice
practices in the next five years,
according to the Netwealth
AdviceTech Research
Report 2018.
While only 40 per cent
of advisers currently use
managed accounts, their
popularity is on the rise. Over
15 per cent plan to use them in
the next 12 months and over 20
per cent in the next two years.
Netwealth anticipates a 60 per
cent market uptake by 2020.
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“Managed accounts represent a
new wave of platform technology
for advice practices. They have the
potential to deliver consistent and
reliable investment management
processes in ways previously too
complex or not cost-effective,” the
AdviceTech report says.
“Their use creates a consistent
investment process where
clients know what to expect
and are clear about the value
proposition of a business. With
this comes a scalable and reliable
business model – a foundation for
future growth.”
The report, released in August
2018, also noted that the size of the
client base of an advice business is
also a driver of whether managed
accounts are used.
“For advice practices with over
500 clients, 47.06 per cent use the
technology,” it said. “This supports
the perception that managed
accounts improve business
efficiency, which is paramount for
advice businesses servicing larger
client bases.”
Of the advice businesses
using managed accounts, the
majority (73.73 per cent) agreed it
improved efficiency.

Time: The greatest
investment
Macquarie’s head of managed
accounts product, Eylem
Kamerakkas, says she is seeing
advisers increasingly take
to managed accounts after
experiencing the multitude of
benefits they bring to their business.
“The time savings are huge,”
Ms Kamerakkas says. “We are
seeing, on average, advisers who
use managed accounts saving
12 hours a week. That’s a very
attractive investment when it comes
to client relationships, reporting and
providing strategic advice.”
Macquarie believes that
“client centricity” will be the key
differentiator for advisers of the
future. Managed accounts are
playing a key role in strengthening
the client-adviser relationship.
“The biggest benefit, quite
honestly, is time,” Ms Kamerakkas
says. “Time is a finite resource
no matter how much money we
have or whether an adviser is in
the start-up phase or they are an
established practice. What SMAs
do is inject time back into the
relationship an adviser has with
their client, so that they can focus
on what really matters.
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“The investment strategy and
the philosophy and parameters
are established up front.
Conversations thereafter become
about investment opportunity.
As a result, the managed account
becomes a solution that deeply
resonates with the client.”

Transparency
At a time when the financial
services community is reeling
in the aftermath of the royal
commission, rebuilding trust is
arguably the number one priority
for many professionals.
If trust is the foundation of any
meaningful relationship, then
communication and engagement
are critical aspects of the
partnership between planners and
their clients.
Solutions like managed
accounts, which provide far
greater transparency for clients,
build the trust they have with
their adviser by giving them
more control.
“If clients are able to see the
underlying holdings then they are
better able to understand what is
in their portfolio and control that,”
Ms Kamerakkas says.
“If they have a personal
preference when it comes
to environmental, social or
governance considerations, they
can tailor and have the portfolio
reflect that accordingly. Whereas,
if they have a managed fund or
direct equity holding, it won’t
necessarily have that flexibility.”
ESG considerations should
be on every adviser’s radar.
While some may view ethical
investments as a preference
for the Millennial, smashedavocado generation, an increasing
number of Australians are
thinking about the impact their
investments have.
According to Legg Mason’s
Global Investment Survey,
advised investors are more
than twice as likely to choose
companies or funds according to
ESG factors (50 per cent versus 18
per cent DIY investors).
The survey found that more
than three-quarters of advised
investors said they would like to
move money into funds that take
ESG considerations into account
when selecting securities.
The transparency and
flexibility provided by an
SMA solution accommodates
these considerations. They

50%

The percentage of
advised investors that
choose companies or
funds according to ESG
factors

also help clients understand
the fees involved in their
investment decisions.
One of the biggest themes to
come out of the royal commission
was the opaque nature of fees in
wealth management. The ‘fees
for no service’ scandals have left
a nasty taste in the mouths of
Australian investors, who want
a clear picture of what they are
paying for.
“Cost is a major determining
factor with any investment,” Ms
Kamerakkas says. “With managed
accounts, clients are better able to
understand costs.

“Even when there is a rebalance
of the portfolio, it is far more
cost-effective.”

A more compliant solution?
While there are plenty of
uncertainties about the future
of financial advice in Australia,
one thing all professionals can
count on is more compliance.
From what was originally a
product designed primarily
for stockbrokers, managed
accounts have grown to become
a total advice solution. Much
of this change has been driven
by technology.

The capabilities of managed
accounts today, the transparency
they provide to clients and the
flexibility they offer, makes them
fit for purpose when it comes
to compliance.
Peter Chun, general manager
distribution at Colonial First State,
says that in a post-Hayne era,
advisers should be able to feel
confident that the client outcomes
are being delivered under a
professional program.
“Typically, the managed
accounts structures have an
investment manager. So rather
than an adviser picking funds and
stocks and creating a very bespoke
portfolio for each individual
client, they are able to get that
standardisation and really drive a
much more compliant outcome,”
he says.
“Anecdotally, we hear that
practices that take up managed
account solutions end up paying
lower professional indemnity
(PI) insurance because they
don’t really deviate from the
program itself. When there are
big market movements or a fund
manager needs to be removed
from a portfolio, the benefit of a
managed account is that those
things happen automatically
and consistently.”
Risk controls are a critical part of
the compliance process, but so is
an adviser’s relationship with their
client. The royal commission final
report recommended a 12-month
opt-in to fee arrangements, rather
than the two years that the
industry negotiated in 2013.
Research from CFS shows that
practices that run a managed
account have much better
communication material to
deliver to their clients over a
12-month period.
“Clients are consistently getting
rich information on portfolio
changes and manager changes.
It helps connect the client to the
portfolio in a very standardised
way,” Mr Chun says.
CFS is also aware of the
significant time savings that
managed accounts provide
– something that should not
be overlooked.
“If you’re creating 30 per cent
capacity uplift in your week,
it enables you to then spend
more time with your clients
discussing strategy, rather than
on administration or watching the
market,” Mr Chun says.

Time: How to spend it
Efficiencies are great, provided
you do something worthwhile
with the time you save. This
is perhaps the more important
question advisers need to be
considering; not the benefits of
managed accounts per se, but the
upside of having more time.
Canberra-based adviser Zuraida
Ariffin knows first-hand how
valuable time is when it comes to
providing financial advice.
The ifa Excellence Award
winner has been using managed
accounts for a number of years
and says the biggest benefit to her
business is not having to adjust a
client’s portfolio herself. Having an
investment committee that decides
the asset allocation based on a
client’s risk profile is key to the
efficiencies that SMAs provide.
“There is no need for that extra
step of providing a record of advice
for portfolio changes,” she says.
“In terms of what my role is
in looking after clients, I can be
the strategic adviser, rather than
getting involved in the everyday
activity of watching their portfolio.”
This cuts to the heart of where
the true value of financial advice
lies: helping Australians develop
healthier money habits, plan
for their future and essentially
becoming a guiding light in
the challenging game of life.
Unfortunately, few people realise
that this is what financial advisers
actually do.
It is arguably in the education
of one’s clients and the building
of a trusted partnership, rather
than the sale of products or the
construction of portfolios, where an
adviser’s time is best spent.
“I do deep, strategic planning,”
Ms Ariffin says. “We are looking
at the strategy we have in place
for our clients. Let’s say they are
building a portfolio and paying off
their mortgage. We have designed
a plan for that and know where
they need to be every month in
order to achieve those goals. There
is a lot to cover with the client in
terms of what needs to happen.
“We are looking much more at
the types of activities that our
clients need to do to work on their
goals. It’s not just about the market.
It is also about the client’s habits –
whether they are saving money or
not, or if they are in debt.”
Contrary to popular opinion,
advisers spend a good chunk of
time talking to clients about their
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT:

TONY NEJASMIC, HEAD OF DISTRIBUTION AND
MARKETING, XPLORE WEALTH
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE
OF MANAGED ACCOUNTS
LOOK LIKE?

I think the managed account
market will continue to grow.
The real reason for a managed
account is that advisers like the
transparency and the securities
that sit within the SMAs. And
because they are transparent,
it allows the investor to see and
own the underlying security.
We will see the development
of a wider asset choice, both
domestically and internationally.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
POPULAR INVESTMENT
CHOICES YOU ARE SEEING AT
THE MOMENT?

personal matters, for these are
inextricably entwined with their
financial affairs. Is it time for them
to consider setting some money
aside for their children? Should
they be putting more towards their
mortgage? Are they in a position to
take their family on holiday?
These questions are often
overlooked by those unfamiliar
with financial advice. The financial
adviser portrayed by the media,
particularly in recent years, looks
nothing like this.
Ms Ariffin says she knows
everything about her clients, when
they are on leave, when they will
be home, the names and ages
of their children and their hopes
and dreams for the future. It is
this human element to the advice
relationship that underpins the
broader strategy.
“It’s more than just looking at
the portfolio,” she says. “The less
time we spend talking about the
portfolio, the more time we can
spend discussing things like estate
planning and budgeting.
“There is a lot of time spent
checking and getting back to them
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and giving them action steps so
that by the next review, hopefully,
they would have done these things
towards their financial goals.”

Is the advice taken?
As the old saying goes, ‘you can
lead a horse to water, but you can’t
make it drink’. Advisers know this
all too well. Changing habits is hard.
There is only so much advice one
can give. The rest is up to the client.
“Sometimes there are clients
who don’t want to stick to a budget,
and there is not a lot I can do about
that,” Ms Ariffin says. “However,
my job is to show them that if they
do not save money to reduce their
mortgage, for example, they will
fall behind. I think it’s important
not to make them feel bad but
at the same time to make them
aware of the consequences of their
financial behaviour.”
Thankfully, by winning
back hours each week with
managed accounts, advisers can
dedicate more time to improving
the financial wellbeing of
their customers. 

There is increasing demand
for global equities, direct
international shares or ETFs.
What we are seeing is a
substitution of Aussie ETFs for
ETFs in other markets. People
might have a view of the defence
industry, the tech industry or
healthcare. It is very hard to
get an ETF here that focuses in
those areas. Whereas they are
listed in overseas markets.
WHERE DOES THE ROLE OF THE
FINANCIAL ADVISER COME IN?

The adviser ultimately has to
decide whether the product,
the managed account, is in the
best interest of their client. The
financial adviser works closely
with the investment manager.
The adviser essentially gives the
investment manager a mandate
to build a model for a client. The
worst thing that can happen is
an investment manager builds a
model and the adviser decides it
isn’t appropriate.

use the rest as a ‘tilt’. We are
seeing that becoming quite
popular, where they can play
with the remaining 30 per
cent. The platform allows
that functionality.
Most people have their tilts
outside the managed account.
WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR ETFs
AND MANAGED FUNDS?

I think there is space for
everyone. They will continue
to evolve as demand from
clients and advisers grows. A
managed fund can also be put
into a managed account. You
can have a model portfolio made
up of managed accounts, direct
equities, ETFs, fixed income. The
sky is the limit.
The US is really driving
innovation in the ETF market,
which is flowing through to
Australia. Managed funds and
ETFs aren’t going anywhere.
They will continue to grow as
the market evolves.
WHAT DO SMAs OFFER ADVISERS
IN A POST-ROYAL COMMISSION
ENVIRONMENT?

The client owns the underlying
securities and they can see what
they own. That’s very important
because the royal commission
was all about transparency.
They also allow advisers to
build a best-in-breed portfolio.
So, features that fit in really
nicely with the findings of the
royal commission.

HOW MUCH OF AN INVESTOR’S
TOTAL ASSETS TYPICALLY SIT IN
A MANAGED ACCOUNT?

In our solutions, an adviser
might put 70 per cent of
the balance in an SMA and

TONY NEJASMIC
head of distribution and marketing,
XPLORE Wealth
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